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Discu ion Papers

1 0.212.
Designing and choosing macroeconomic frameworks: the
position 0 the UK after 4 years of the euro
bv Rav Barrell and Marlin Weale
Current fiscal and monetary frameworks in the UK and the
Furo Area arc evaluated, and suggestions made a to

where they can be improved.

0.213.
Measuring the correlation of shocks between the UK and
the core of Europe
by S.G. Hall and B. Ybap
.\ look at the correlation of inflation and GDP shocks
between the UK and the three major European E, lU
countrie u ing the orthogonal (J RCllmodel.

, 0.214.
Economic integration and openness in Europe and East Asia
fry Ray Barrell and Amanda Choy
A comparison of developments in integration in Europe
and Fast Asia . The process is political as well as economic,
and the stimulation of competition more important than
the generation of trade in uchic ing European objectives.

0.21 S.
A firm choice: law firms' preferences in the recruitment of
trainee solicitors
fry Heather Rolfe ami Tracy Anderson
An e aminarion of the equality of opportunity for
prospective entrants into the UK legal prole ion, which
finds different rare of success in gaining a contract
according to applicants' background and char.icteristics,
including race and ethnicity, and evidence of bias in the
allocation of the more prestigious training contracts in
C.it) and large provincial firms.

All ational lnst irurc discu sion papers arc now
available on our website www.nicsr.ac.uk or free of
charge on application to:

IFSR Publications Office
2 De.lI1 Trench Street
Smith Square
london SW I P 311E

0.216
TIle determinants of international migration into the UK:
a panel based modelling approach
by James Mitchell and Nigel Pain
A detailed econometric model of the economic and
demographic determinants of annual migrant inflows into
the UK from a number of different locations finds that the
change in migration over the decade to 1998-2000 is
primarily due to population growth in the source locations
and the continuing pull effects from the rise in the migrant
stock and per capita incomes in the UK relative to the
source location.

No .21?
Foreign direct investment in industrial R&D and exchange
rate uncertainty in the UK
by Bettina Becker ami Stephen G. Hall
An investigation into the role of exchange rate uncertainty
in determining foreign direct Rl:')) investment into the
UK, e tirnaring an econometric model using a panel of
manufacturing industries. Results suggest that an increase
in the volatility of the cure-dollar e change rate tends to
relocate R&D investment from the Euro Area into the UK.

0.21S
Macroeconomic policy in Europe: experiments with
monetary respon es and fiscal impulses
fry Ray Harrell. Bettina Becker, Joseph Byrne. Sylvia
Gottschalk. Ian Hurst and Desiree van We/slim
A discussion of the main model properties of iGEM, the

ariona II nstirure's la rge-scale macrocconomerric model.

0.219
Is there an Ie r impact on TFP? A heterogeneous dynamic
pan I approach
by Mary O'Mahmzy and Micbela Vecchi

ew evidence is provided on the impact of Information
.md Communication Technology (leT) on 1()t.11 Factor
Productivity (TFP), comparing the result from standard
panel data techniques with an heterogeneous dynamic
panel data estimation method. The alternative technique
u cd, which allows for industry specific dynamic, yield .1

positive and significant long-run impact of IC'f on TI·P.
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